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Art, Crafts & Home-Activity Gallery 
Thank you to the parents of these students for sharing such    
lovely memories of home learning, card crafting for Grandad’s 
birthday and a wonderful family day out to Brighton! 

Welcome back Emmet! 
Having completed a successful secondment, we are delighted to announce that Emmet   
Murphy has returned to Dysart School to re-join the Senior Leadership Team. 
Emmet is a key member of our team who brings a wealth of experience and insight to our 
school and I am sure you will join us in giving Emmet a warm welcome back. 

Designing Our Own Toys 

As part of our “Build it Up” topic, Apollo class have been designing their                                          
own toys. 

‘We started by having a discussion about which toys we like to play with and                             
talked about what they would like to make. The first step was for them to draw                                 
a picture of the toy which they then shared,’ explained class teacher Nick.  

‘Amongst the designs they came up with was their mum, an owl, a rocket and a bus. 

We then learnt that 3D printing makes an object by slowly building up layers one at a time and 
that it could be used to make copies of things.  We talked about what the front of the object 
was – where one student had drawn a lion’s face, he then had to draw a body to complete the 
lion, another decided that he wanted people to be in the car he was making and so he drew 
them onto his picture. 

The pictures were scanned and modelled in 3D and then they were printed. 

All of the pupils were very excited, they couldn’t believe how good their toys were and they 
were very proud of the work they had done.’ 
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 The Patchwork Project  
The Patchwork Project will continue throughout the       
summer break so please do keep sending them in,             
the deadline date for patches is 3rd September 2020. 
For more information on how to create your own patch 
or to check out the most up to date patches, please visit 
our website by following this link: 
https://dysartschool.org/therapy-student-support/the-

patchwork-project/   

Oliver’s Vegetables! 
In Purple Class we have been reading the story ‘Oliver’s Vegetables,’ we have 
grown cress, dug for vegetables and made Mr Potato heads, which looked very 
funny! 

Building Back Together 
Orange Class have happily settled back into a daily routine and have been participating 
in sessions relating to the topic ‘Building Back Together.’                       

In the first two weeks after half term the sessions have included, Building Back our  
Knowledge of Emotions; Building Puzzles; Building a Sandwich; Building Calming         
Strategies; Building a Dinosaur and Painting with Blocks to Build a Cityscape. 

Settling Back! 
Students in The Suite have had fun exploring their artistic 
and musical sides this week! 
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